
OLE Product Council Face2Face Meeting Notes 
Thursday, January 19  
 
8:30 - 11:30 Goals of the OLE community — Facilitator: Paula Sullenger 
 

1. Remarks from Michael Winkler 
2. Discussion of community vs. partner interests - Peter and Nassib 

discussed Index Data’s interests in the project. 
a. Nassib now has a 30% assignment on research data 

management. Mike Winkler interested in discussing. 
3. Priorities of OLE institutions for the project - each library described their 

motivation:  
a. Cornell wants to do more innovative work but needs a 

replacement for Voyager and “the stuff bolted to the side” needs to 
be integrated.  Seriously considered Alma, and were in 
negotiations for it as a shared ILS for 2CUL TSI, but original 
rationale lapsed when 2CUL TSI scaled back. Concern with Alma 
was that we couldn’t be innovative with it. Using Intota as ERM but 
seeing support for non-Ex Libris systems start to disappear.  

b. NC State uses Sirsi also with “stuff bolted to the side.”  They just 
signed a new ILS contract so they aren’t in any rush.  Alma is not 
currently a strong contender due to pricing. EBSCO customer, so 
interested in possible future integrations. Basically want to wait 
and see how FOLIO turns out. 

c. Chicago is currently focused on getting OLE to work.  They need 
a stable code base. Scale has been major issue. Need current 
code to work during interim period. EBSCO customer, has good 
experience with IndexData. Not sure if they will be able to hold out 
with OLE until FOLIO is ready. 

d. Lehigh hasn’t had as many problems with OLE due to smaller 
size. Have made some strides since implementation, including 
improved business processes, automatic ordering. Main thing 
missing is ERM. Planning to use CORAL for now. Will be in 
maintenance mode until FOLIO is ready and they can evaluate. 
Don’t feel like they have to jump in right away, but would like the 
new functionality so will go as soon as they can 

e. GBV networks using OCLC Dutch software (CBS as Union 
Catalogue, LBS als ILS). Cooperation in cataloging already going 
on. hbz using Aleph union catalog and various ILS. All systems 
being used have a lack of ERM process - priority together with 
central knowledge base. Other priorities: interfaces to 3rd party 
systems (vendors, elearning, SAP) Alma will probably be adopted 
by some of the libraries in both networks but need option for 



others. OS discovery system in both networks available (Lukida, 
Digibib) after working with VuFind irst. Want to give their libraries 
another choice, which must be sustainable and reliable. Can’t take 
a step back - all functions must be represented (more efficient, 
more user friendly) - but probably not in the first version - the 
outlook and trust are important.  Will able for grant money to do a 
pilot when there is code available worth migrating to. GBV can 
continue with current system as long as it is running technically in 
the libraries environments.  

f. TAMU is running Voyager on an old server.  Paying to keep it 
running but don’t want to get a new server.  First looked at 
Alma--not thrilled with it or with Primo.  It works but not 
great--don’t have input.  They were looking for something where 
they would have a voice. OLE was listening to the larger research 
libraries. Most interested in new big picture stuff, like ERM.  They 
do a lot of work to make the pieces work together. (Chris Manly: 
we have to be good at moving data) 

g. Duke - interest in “really deep collections intelligence”. Shared 
collecting is growing focus, and Aleph does not help with this. 
Aleph reporting unsatisfactory. This is an area of opportunity for 
FOLIO. Limited capacity in Tech Services to do a lot of massaging 
- rely on vendors to integrate functions.  

4. Community engagement/sourcing roadmap 
a. Who are our targets: institutions on legacy systems, consortial 

partners. 
b. Would it be worth doing an Open Library Environment/Open 

Library Foundation/FOLIO users group open meeting? Maybe not 
big enough yet, but can piggyback off of other conferences. 

c. When are we ready for developers to start working on the apps? 
d. We need permissions and data that can move across apps 

i. Need this across all activities, so work needs to be 
sequenced so we have this for all apps that are developed 
from here on 

 
11:30 - 11:50 Short lunch break for Product Council members 
 
11:50 - 12:30 Replacement PC Chair  — Facilitator: Kirsten Kemner-Heek 

1. Dracine is staying on the PC, but won’t be chair as of February 1st. 
2. Should PC Chair be a facilitator only, an actual part-time job, or what? 
3. PC has SIG reps reporting at meetings plus Holly reporting on 

development and Mike on Board and Steering Committee. 
4. Can the work be divided?  Is part of the work administrative?  What about 

co-chair? 



5. Dracine spends about 1 hour a day.  She has been mostly reactive. 
Would take more time to be pro-active. 

6. Dean thinks hiring a full-time person not from the community wouldn’t 
work. 

7. Buying some time from people already in the community is best. 
8. PC Chair will meet with Mike weekly and will attend the SC meeting.  
9. Holly recommended that we buy ¼ of a person and then see how things 

go before hiring another ¼. 
10. Are we the OLE PC or the FOLIO PC?  FOLIO! 
11. Peter Murray should be on the PC.  How do we define eligibility for the 

PC?  Should we add Harry too? 
12. The Board members will be asked to identify someone from their 

institution to take on this role.  
13. Hope to make this a two-year role but may have to accept a one-year 

commitment.  
14. ·         Action items 

o    OLE Board to discuss possibility of person released for 25% 
o    PC to identify vice-chair/ co-chair 
o    Invite to Peter Murray, Nassib N. and Harry K to be regular 
members of PC 
 o PC can have “executive” meetings to discuss internal OLE 
issues. 
o    Expand PC meeting time to 1 hour 30 minutes 
o    Follow-up with Harry re: Roadmap intro w/ SIGs 
 
 

 
 
12:30 - 3:30 MVP discussions — Facilitator: Harry Kaplanian 
 

1. Harry sent a document for review prior to the meeting which includes an 
early MVP draft for PC response and input. 
2. Who are the development teams? 

a. Index Data 
b. OLE (Mellon and partner-contributed) 
c. STAX - playing with platform and may build to support 
community 
d. Possibly developers from University of Alabama and 
Auburn (not clear how this fits with community 
e. 7 samurai - group of universities that EBSCO’s seeds and 
there may be 4-5 developers from members 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Yf81Xmfwj40gT_sd2AE5ZdiYeDmJp3W4No1X7fNOEYc/edit?usp=sharing


3. Koha as a model to learn from - they have a “hit list” of needs that 
organizations can sign on to and then work on for the community. Opened 
this up when there was a solid base (1000s of libraries use Koha) 
4. Need fundamental data models for base ILS functionality that will 
be the lingua franca for the software 

5. Harry presented the Roadmap Summary.  
6. Discussion about how the roadmap is developed and prioritized.  
7. How do we want to handle testing and QA for FOLIO development as 

RoadMap is coded 
8. Setting up working structures for roadmap and the development coming 

from it 
9. Role of SIGs 

 

4:00-6:00 FOLIO and GOKb — Facilitator: Kristen Wilson 

1. Where we are now (slides) 
2. Future of NCSU’s role in project 
3. Possible scenarios/outcomes for GOKb 

a. What are the possibilities? 
b. Who are stakeholders? 
c. How does it move forward? 

 

https://wiki.folio.org/x/6oUV
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1xzocl0eKLkJLTHWhm70HDzNQlO5naqBTCf-7jk993uQ/edit?usp=sharing

